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How does the autobiographer want us to perceive him? How do we penetrate the memoirist’s
strategies and subterfuges—sometimes conscious, usually—brilliant—and discover the real
person screened behind them? In this fresh and provocative approach to the reading of
autobiography, Herbert Leibowitz explores the self-portraits of eight Americans whose lives span
almost two centuries and encompass a stunning range of personality and circumstances:
Benjamin Franklin, Louis Sullivan, Jane Addams, Emma Goldman, Gertrude Stein, William
Carlos Williams, Richard Wright, and Edward Dahlberg. In pursuit of clues to both the human
essence and the literary artifice of each, he examines their styles (Franklin’s plain talk and
“possum’s wit,” Sullivan’s “gilded abstractions,” Stein’s “gossipy ventriloquism,” Williams’s
“grumpy clowning” and foxy innocence), their metaphors, and their choices of incident, looking
beyond their visions of themselves to their true identities. In American autobiography particularly
Leibowitz finds an extraordinary medley of voices—from the balanced objectivity of Addams and
the heated oratory of Goldman, as each encounters the promises and failures of the democratic
ideal, to the uneasy self-consciousness of Wright, reflecting the tensions of growing up in a
world he did not trust, and the baroque contrivances of Dahlberg, who painted himself in mythic
proportions on the American canvas. As he guides us through the labyrinths and mazes of these
self-histories, Leibowitz relates the material to a wide cross section of the American experience
and helps to interpret our history. His engrossing and highly original book is both a contribution
to biographical criticism and a vivid recapturing of some remarkable American lives.

From Publishers WeeklyThe strategies, stylistic tendencies and inconsistencies of eight
autobiographers including Benjamin Franklin, Emma Goldman and Edward Dahlberg are
examined. PW called this a ``devastating, witty, incisive portrait gallery. . . . Leibowitz's complex
profiles turn up hidden facets of character and relate them to cross-currents of history and
culture.'' Photos.Copyright 1991 Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the Back CoverThis book examines the problem posed by an art where
craftiness is hand in glove with craft: after all, a memorist wants us to perceive him in a certain
way; how do we penetrate his strategies and subterfuges? --This text refers to the paperback
edition.From Library JournalReaders of autobiographies often think that what they read, coming
as it does from the horse's mouth, contains the truth of the subject's life. In his scholarly yet
compelling analysis of the autobiographies of Ben Franklin, Louis Sullivan, Jane Addams, Emma
Goldman, William Carlos Williams, Edward Dahlberg, Richard Wright, and Gertrude Stein,
Leibowitz convincingly shows us that the autobiographer is closer to the novelist than to the
historian and the genre quicksand to the naive reader. Leibowitz's claims are sound, but the
autobiographies should be read first. Only then will it be clear what Carlos Williams meant when



he said: "We always try to hide the secret of our lives from the general stare."-- Vincent D.
Balitas, Allentown Coll., Center Valley, Pa.Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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AcknowledgmentsANYBODY WHO EMBARKS on a study of autobiography quickly learns that
he or she cannot go far without frequently consulting the vast number of scholarly and critical



works on the subject that serve as navigational charts. The last twenty-five years have seen a
surge of interest in autobiography in general and American autobiography in particular. There
are now thirteen hundred ways of looking at the blackbird, not thirteen. Even though I may not
refer to all these secondary sources in Fabricating Lives, or engage in a game of polemical
hardball with my colleagues, I could not have gotten far without standing on their shoulders. The
reader who wishes to investigate these sources further can begin with my notes and selected
bibliography and go on to more exhaustive bibliographies.Several chapters were first delivered
as papers or lectures. I would like to thank the following people for inviting me to test my ideas
before stimulating audiences: the late Dr. Bernard Meyer and the members of his seminar on
psychoanalysis and literature where I spoke on Emma Goldman and Edward Dahlberg;
Professor David J. Gordon and the CUNY Forum where I discussed “The Centrality of Style in
Richard Wright’s Black Boy and American Hunger”; Professor Carol Berkin and the Columbia
University Seminar on Early American History and Culture where I talked about The
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin; the American Studies Association where I sketched out my
initial theories about the Jane Addams and Emma Goldman autobiographies, and Robert
Boyers and Skidmore College where I presented my first tentative thoughts about Gertrude
Stein’s The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas. My students at the University of Illinois, The
College of Staten Island, and the CUNY Graduate Center who sat in classes and seminars
about American autobiography have influenced and shaped my ideas and interpretations. I
would also like to thank The Center for Advanced Study at the University of Illinois for giving me
a post-doctoral fellowship that allowed me to begin this book.During the course of writing
Fabricating Lives I have had the good fortune of talking about American autobiography with
many wonderful people, who took time out of busy schedules to scrutinize my essays. Sherman
Paul read early drafts of the Stein, Franklin, Sullivan, and Williams chapters. His astute
comments helped me correct errors of fact and interpretation. R. W. Flint’s generous and
detailed criticism of the Franklin, Sullivan, Stein, Williams, and Dahlberg chapters functioned as
exuberant dialectical parries and thrusts. His letters over the years have constituted an informal
literary tutorial for me. Judith Gleason, David J. Gordon, Cynthia Macdonald, and Virgil Thomson
all read the style chapter and their varied responses enabled me to clarify issues and improve
both prose and organization. Edward Burns read my chapter on The Autobiography of Alice B.
Toklas and gave me the benefits of his deep knowledge of Stein’s works. Suzanne Fox’s canny
sense of structure helped me redesign the Preface, the style chapter, and especially the Emma
Goldman essay; she also compiled the bibliography and enthusiastically tracked down missing
persons and tricky clues. Morris Dickstein reinforced my occasionally wavering faith that in an
age of deconstruction there was still room for a book of belletristic criticism. Richard Lavenstein
generously shared with me his knowledge of architecture and literature. Joyce Berkman’s
thoughtful comments on the Jane Addams chapter led me to revise certain assumptions. David
Nasaw read the entire manuscript and engaged me in numerous conversations, on the Staten
Island Ferry and in cars stalled in New York traffic, about the historical conflicts and ideas that



marked the careers of Franklin, Goldman, and Jane Addams. Ross Feld’s trenchant, supple, and
unorthodox literary mind kept pushing me, by his challenging and sympathetic readings of my
essays, to reopen discussions I had thought closed or to examine a work by Bakhtin that might
shed added light on an analysis of autobiographical strategies. My long and leisurely
discussions with Nick Lyons about matters literary, from big fish like Moby Dick to the exquisite
music of sestinas, began in 1961 and have continued with undiminished pleasure up to the
present day. He is the godfather of Fabricating Lives, having taken a lively interest in the book
from its conception through its long gestation and growth to its birth. Dr. Leslie Seiden Gallo
taught me much about intimacy and self-assertion and Dr. Marianne Horney Eckardt about the
myriad ways identity is shaped by passion and the will, by nurturing or its absence. My agent,
Gloria Loomis, lent the book strong support at all stages. I am very grateful to Judith Jones, my
editor at Knopf, for reading the manuscript with meticulous eye, keen ear, disinterested mind,
and warm advocacy. I would like to thank my copyeditor, Marjorie Horvitz, for her scrupulous
attention to detail. Sarah Paul and Carl Paganelli did valuable research for me, and Carl and
Laura J. Smyth, deciphering my squiggles and arrows, ably typed several chapters. My son,
Gabriel Sky-Leibowitz, coped heroically with my having at times to break off a comparison of the
pitching records of Orel Hershiser, Danny Jackson, and David Cone in order to return to my
study. But the soul of Fabricating Lives is my wife and loving friend, Susan Yankowitz, who has
entered so completely into the composition of the book. She has patiently read and edited draft
after sweaty draft, removing obscurities and purple patches; talked animatedly about style or
women’s rights, an autobiographer’s feelings of power and powerlessness, or a structure that
can occlude meaning; joked me out of a morose mood and nudged me back to the word
processor for one more revision. My debt to her for her collaboration cannot be adequately
conveyed in words.

PrefaceMY EARLY INTEREST in autobiography began innocently with Walt Whitman’s Song of
Myself. Having been reared in an Orthodox Jewish household where tradition, ritual, and law
ruled absolutely, I was unprepared for a poet unfazed by totems and taboos. When I read the
opening lines of Whitman’s poem (his status as crackpot bard endeared him to me—in 1954, he
was not yet an academic idol), a shudder of complicit recognition passed through me:I celebrate
myself, and sing myselfAnd what I assume you shall assume,For every atom belonging to me as
good belongs to you.I loafe and invite my soul,I lean and loafe at my ease observing a spear of
summer grass.* * *Creeds and schools in abeyance,Retiring back a while sufficed at what they
are, but never forgotten,I harbor for good or bad, I permit to speak at every hazard,Nature
without check with original energy.1To an earnest, self-conscious adolescent, Whitman’s voice
and iconoclasm were liberating. He did not feel intimidated by authority; he shunted aside
“Creeds and schools” with a humorous swat; he lived at ease inside the Zion of his body—a
miracle: no guilt!—and he had the chutzpah to invite his soul, thus not only disobeying but
teasing the Puritan censor … and going unpunished for his brazen transgressions. Though he



started with “I” and punned slyly and bossily on the verb “assume,” he ended with “you,”
establishing a sociable relation with the reader and asserting the value of intimacy. The
conjunction “and” along with the verb “belongs” soldered together self and society in a covenant
of equals. Despite his brash investiture of himself as the American troubadour-seer celebrating
the young country’s democratic potential in a new vernacular, Whitman did not settle for
parochial egotism or bombastic chauvinism. His emotional generosity, as large as the continent
whose physical lineaments and names he loved to catalogue, took in those cast out or despised
by respectable society. It did not occur to me then that Whitman might have been enamored of
duplicity and rhetorical games. Through Song of Myself, my “forbidden voices” could also speak
unchecked with “original energy.” Whitman gave me my first inkling of autobiography’s renegade
power—and its multiple forms of self-disclosure and self-concealment.Many years later, I
realized that my encounter with Whitman’s poem had been a decisive turning point in my life, a
lucky alignment of constellations that awakened me from a deep slumber and let light flood into
my consciousness. Although I could not rig up a Richter scale that would measure the ramifying
waves of this tremor, I was launched on that quixotic and murky enterprise, self-searching, that
writers from Saint Augustine to Jane Addams, Henry Adams, and Maya Angelou have
undertaken. Autobiography offered privileged glimpses of the past, flares in the metaphysical
darkness before death extinguishes the remembering self. And it appeased my hunger for news
of other people’s childhoods and cultures. Edwin Muir could transport me to the Orkney
Islands,2 Konstantin Paustovsky to Kiev,3 Jean-Paul Sartre to Alsace,4 and Benjamin Franklin to
colonial Boston,5 worlds that resembled fairy tales in their mingling of enchantment and grim
tragedy, powerlessness and personal heroism—worlds where the routine was transfigured into
the glamorous and the sublime.A subsequent immersion in autobiography confirmed what a
complicated genre it was. Autobiography seemed the foster child of literature: Nobody could
certify its parents. Was it the scion of history or of fiction—or, more probably, a hybrid, like an
exotic orchid or a mule? Its forms fluctuated from eccentric designs like a folly to boxlike or jerry-
built edifices. Under the pressures of memory, personal ideologies splintered. Retrieving the
past frequently proved unreliable, as though an unstable conjuror had his finger on memory’s
switch.6 Blank or faded pages got sewn into the book of every life. A detailed reconstruction of
the historical past or a plunge into the psyche’s abysses supplied only a portion of truth’s dowry.
To buttress this ambiguous limbo, autobiographers might frantically pile up sandbags of
historical facts (the utilitarian solution) or twist fictional tubing together into a Beaubourg of
objets trouvés and fabricated dramatic scenes (the imaginative solution). But the authors
themselves are seldom satisfied with their experiments: The past as archaeological site yields
an incomplete record even after sustained excavation. Nathalie Sarraute’s rueful confession, in
Childhood, can symbolize the favorite litany of the guild of autobiographers: “this reconstitution
of what I must have felt is like a cardboard model that reproduces on a small scale what the
buildings, houses, temples, streets, squares and gardens of a submerged town must have been
like.”7It is entirely logical that because of these generic obstacles, autobiography has built up its



long common boundary with fiction and that over the last century it has annexed—or had ceded
to it—vast tracts of land formerly belonging to novelists. Character in autobiography, as in fiction,
is the invented equivalent of men and women, dressed up in words, who move through time and
live in a physical world that confines and presses hard on them, whether in the Mississippi Delta
or in a leafy New Jersey suburb. In the vignettes of Twenty Years at Hull-House, her
autobiography, Jane Addams reveals a strong gift for psychological analysis and moral
imagination, as if she were George Eliot’s American disciple. The rich anecdotal material about
his medical and literary careers that William Carlos Williams sports with in his Autobiography is
rendered with the “solidity of specification”8 that Henry James demanded of the nineteenth-
century realistic novel. Emma Goldman, by contrast, in Living My Life, is nearly swamped by the
sheer quantity of events in her life; trying to find—or impose—patterns that might explain her
character and behavior to herself eludes her.But sometimes literary invention can have the
opposite effect and overwhelm a life. In his book Autobiographical Occasions and Original Acts,
Albert Stone stakes out a cautious position on this question:I remain uneasy over the tendency
to treat autobiography chiefly as a branch of imaginative literature and thus to stress artistic
creation over the equally complex processes of historical recreation, ideological argument, and
psychological expression. Life is the more inclusive sign—not Literature—which deserves to be
placed above the gateway to the house of autobiography.9Only the most fanatical devotee of
literary artifice would quarrel with Stone that we must assign supremacy to Life, in all its rugged
diversity, not to Literature. But autobiography is not a foot soldier serving humbly in imaginative
literature’s army. It draws its strength, like Antaeus, from renewed contact with the vital earth of
“artistic creation.” Saint Augustine’s Confessions is a brilliant amalgam of all the complex
processes Stone mentions, but were it lacking in imaginative authority, the book would be of
interest only to theologians or historians of the waning of the Roman Empire. Similarly, in The
Education of Henry Adams, Adams, an epistemological Ahab, hunts for threads of relation in the
bumbling drift of Grant’s administration and in the godlike power shut up in the dynamo. In the
last eleven chapters, Adams plays our Thucydides, monopolizing an imaginary conclave of
intellectual historians gathered to discuss the effect of “unlimited power” on “limited mind” and
the chronic fall of political virtue in a blundering and complacent, if nervy, America. But all his
theorizing would sink his autobiography like the Pequod if it weren’t piloted by his novelistic
instincts. As V. S. Pritchett reminds us, “Nothing in this genre lasts unless it is done with art.…
There is no credit in living; the credit is in being able to specify experience.”10 And this art is not
the exclusive property of Brahmins like Henry Adams or literary Suleimans like Gertrude Stein. It
is found equally in the comfortable bourgeois parlor of Jane Addams, the slum tenements of
Richard Wright, or the outlaw territory of Edward Dahlberg.Nonetheless, the other half of
autobiography’s Janus face stares at history. The intricate synapses of autobiography transmit
private emotions and public events, registering how history forges identity and character makes
history. The story of a single life is always entangled in the complex folds of a culture.11 If
American autobiographers occasionally flirt, as Gertrude Stein and Edward Dahlberg do in The



Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas and Because I Was Flesh, with the dangerous idea that we can
dispose of history altogether, history enters their autobiographies through back doors or on
parapets like a cat burglar: World War I and the Great Depression are dark presences revealed
through backlighting on the fictive stage. Most American autobiographers in fact have, as Robert
F. Sayre points out in his valuable essay “Autobiography and America,” “generally connected
their own lives to the national life or to national ideas.”12 This includes men and women whose
lives have been considered marginal, written off rather than written up. Over the last twenty
years, everybody seems to be setting down his life and struggles, triumphs and defeats: a
steelworker and Lauren Bacall, southern farmers and members of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade,
biologists and biofeedback faddists, Lee Iacocca and residents of old-age homes, ethnics of
every persuasion, jazz musicians, even criminals. In libraries and attics, in yellowed letters and
on magnetic tape, forgotten selves are being recovered. Viewed cynically, this proliferation of
autobiographies is merely another episode in America’s insatiable appetite for gossip about any
celebrity. But in telling their lives, American autobiographers put together a composite serial
document, a Smithsonian Institution of necessary artifacts, which furnishes an unofficial history
of American identities.The grand theme of American autobiography, almost its fixation, is the
quest for distinction, a quest that has shaped and deranged American identity throughout our
history. In Puritan spiritual autobiographies, distinction meant one thing: election to the company
of visible saints. The New World was both Promised Land and vestibule to the Palace of Heaven.
But the light of conversion, the longed-for happy ending in which the soul was anointed with
God’s grace, did not touch all. This fact led to an anxious scrutiny of signs that indicated the
person was one of the chosen—and neglect of the Puritan’s daily life as merchant, judge,
husband, father, and friend (there is a paucity of autobiographies in this period by women). If the
idea of America’s special destiny originated with the Puritans, it survived the crumbling of their
theocracy. Benjamin Franklin enjoyed enormous repute at home and abroad as an
advertisement of the opportunities for distinction in colonial America; he did not worry overly
much about the nettles of limits as he grasped for himself the blossoms of power. (Although he
bombarded the common people with facetious advice on getting ahead, he often viewed them
as churlish and narrow.) One cannot write about American autobiography without taking the
measure of Franklin’s character and drive for success. He fashioned the American dream in his
own spacious, guileful image: Hard work and shrewd will would ensure that an ambitious man
would rise out of the bog of anonymity. America has not shed Franklin’s belief in the benevolence
of his own—and the country’s—power; the jargon of virtue still permeates our politics. But
Franklin failed to foresee what his astute rival John Adams did, “that the revolutionary
abandonment of inherited titles and aristocratic rank makes everyone compete all the more
fiercely for the ‘distinction’ that can only be received from other people,”13 and that “worse than
poverty and as painful ‘as the gout or stone,’ is neglect. The poor man suffers most because ‘he
is only not seen.’ ”14 American blacks, forced to wear the galling shackles of slavery and
suffering worse indignities than physical pain, were not even permitted to compete for



distinction. But even out of such desperate circumstances, slave narratives (and, later,
autobiographies by minorities) were written in eloquent protest against just that invisibility,
supporting the cardinal tenet of Whitman’s idealistic democratic creed, that distinction was
possible for anybody.15Whitman himself, however, at first ignored John Adams’s forebodings. In
the preface to Leaves of Grass, he “sees health for himself in being one of the mass,”16 and
remains unworried that individuality will be submerged by the crowds with whom he mingles,
“mad for contact.”17 But the Civil War and Lincoln’s assassination almost broke the neck of
Whitman’s faith in “amativeness.” The twenty-eight bathers of Song of Myself, his cameradoes,
began shouldering muskets and shooting at each other with deadly accuracy. American society,
numb and divided, no longer corresponded to his bright, gabby “I” and his countless improvised
identities in Song of Myself; all the jaunty humor of his rigmarole about “the pass-word primeval,
… the sign of democracy,”18 yielded to dazed maneuverings in search of a mended national
purpose and unity. The perfume of quirky selfhood that permeates this autobiographical poem is
overpowered by a stench of corruption from the corpses of European “feudal” forms still
unburied on American soil: social rank, economic caste, racial hatred, religious bigotry. Whitman
had failed to reckon with what Emerson called the “mountainous load of the violence and vice of
society”19 that never seemed to diminish. Sobered, he defers “man’s free play of special
Personalism”20 (distinction) to a future America.This crisis intensified throughout the
Progressive Era, when industrialization and immigration, two gigantic pincers, threatened to
bend democracy out of shape and pervert the American dream. Emily Dickinson’s shy teasing
question “I’m Nobody, Who are You?”21 expressed a painful and pervasive dread in the
American psyche. Louis Sullivan, echoing Whitman, might proclaim in The Autobiography of an
Idea “the richness of the soul-life of the multitudes,”22 but what kind of “soul-life” could flourish in
a sunless rear tenement, where space for an expansive identity shrank to the size of a grave
plot? Distinction seemed an unlikely goal to powerless workers assaulted daily by poverty and
with the din of machines pounding in their heads.23 Anarchists like Emma Goldman and
Alexander Berkman argued that because real economic power rested in the hands of a
corporate plutocracy, all promises that democracy would liberate the faculties of mind and spirit
for the working class were mendacious rhetoric; their autobiographies did not modify this view.
The cure they prescribed for social and economic disease was radical surgery: revolution and a
new order. To muckrakers like Lincoln Steffens and Jacob Riis, progressives like Jane Addams,
Alice Hamilton, Ida Wells, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, and Lillian Ward, and a socialist like
Florence Kelley, however, America had come down with a bad case of what Huck Finn called the
“dreadful pluribusunum mumps.”24 The patient, if treated with a heavy dose of self-government,
could regain his health. This required that the urban poor, the Irish miner, the Italian stockyards
hoser, the Russian-immigrant sweatshop girl, the black sharecropper, so often neither seen nor
heard but merely used up for economic gain, be rendered visible and their grievances
addressed.“To look at the agony of a fellow-being and remain aloof means death in the heart of
the onlooker,”25 John Jay Chapman once observed, and this moral apothegm might have been



engraved on the consciences of those, like Jane Addams, who made it their lifework to combat
an ethic of selfishness so toxic that it seeped into the social fabric, not only disfiguring
individuals but causing damage to the body politic. With their faith in the possibility of steady
change, in the efficacy of the trained will, these reformers and journalists, socialists and
economists, recounted in their autobiographies how they strove to make democratic institutions
serve the struggling poor and assure them lives of dignified autonomy and self-respect. Ignoring
social taboos and refusing to accept passively the domestic sphere as their socially ordained
jurisdiction, an entire generation of remarkable women led strikes, became authorities on lead
poisoning, child abuse, generational conflicts, wages, and unemployment, built political
coalitions and settlement houses, even, like Florence Kelley, translated Engels. In their
autobiographies, they were often reserved about their private lives but passionately articulate
about “their work life, their professional success, or their connectedness to current political or
intellectual history.”26 In ministering to others, they paradoxically empowered themselves and
achieved distinction.Such autobiographies speak to the urgent issues of our time, to conflicts
over class, sex, and race. A history of the self, however populated with marvelous particulars,
would be incomplete if it did not lift its eyes from an engrossed pursuit of personal salvation to
experiences and problems shared with others, such as wars, technological disruption, poverty,
and child rearing. Fabricating Lives examines autobiographies that passionately debate the
efforts—and failures—of America to live up to the high ideals inscribed in the Constitution,
taught in the schools, and declaimed noisily and with self-congratulation on the stump. Jane
Addams, Louis Sullivan, and Emma Goldman—a liberal reformer, an architect, and an anarchist
—believed that the future of the American experiment hinged on wakening the masses from
apathy to social initiative and political self-determination. Acutely aware that the chasm between
democratic theories of equality and the harsh daily life of the overburdened worker could not be
crossed by uttering fatuous slogans or defending the status quo, Addams never lost her
unillusioned trust in the essential decency of the people. She entered into ethical and practical
relations with them. Sullivan, by contrast, felt betrayed by what he deemed their herd
acceptance of mediocrity in architecture and public policy, though as consolation in his
Autobiography of an Idea, he designed a substitute visionary community of large-souled men
and women, declaring that it was possible to put the round peg of elitism into the square hole of
democracy. Goldman, who found American politics shallow and coarse, and democracy a
system that sanctioned or abetted economic exploitation, felt an exasperated love for the young
unruly country, as if believing, against the evidence of her head, that its openness might
eventually nurture equality and cherish individuality. What is fascinating about the
autobiographies of Addams, Sullivan, and Goldman is the complex mythologies of self they
project onto the stage of history—in particular, their various idealisms, rooted in childhood
experiences, evolving slowly and slantingly, digging channels for expression in an often crude
America, faltering, righting themselves, surviving despair, indifference, self-destructive acts, but
ultimately attaining distinction.Distinction in life, however, is no guarantee of distinction in



autobiography. Richard Wagner, a musical genius, won all the glittering prizes that the world
dangles before us—power, wealth, fame, influence—yet his autobiography, My Life, is mainly a
turgid monument to a colossal ego, a massive documentary gloss on the music. Florence
Kelley’s Autobiography is a hastily sketched self-portrait that barely hints at her resourceful
character and the personal motives that inform her political commitments. Show-biz
autobiographies that regale us with scandal and gossip and tales of backstage romances—the
vicissitudes of stardom—usually offer a version of distinction as phony as canned laughter. But
the genuine article, what rouses us from “the anaesthetic effect of habit,”27 is style, a mysterious
presence in words like the debonair grace of Fred Astaire as he dances on ceilings or partners a
hatrack. Style mediates between fact and the interpretation of fact. When the particulars about a
parent, a failed relationship, a career setback, or a political decision like the bombing of
Cambodia during the Vietnam War tell us one thing, the style often supplies emotions and
attitudes not reported, undermining the “objective” account. Identity is a matter of paragraphs
and presentation. Franklin’s plain style, compounded of eighteenth-century conventions and his
own possum’s wit, is the proxy for a more problematic character than legend and his wily
embellishments allow, whereas Dahlberg’s baroque style, subjectivity on a linguistic binge,
dares the reader (and himself) to drive the proud artificer out of hiding into the glaring light of
unpleasant truths.Style is crucial interpretive evidence about any autobiography. Out of fairness,
we do not expect public figures to be polished writers, but their literary styles, whether fluent or
inept, magnify character so that we can study it close up. Emma Goldman’s overheated style, for
example, left its mark on her political ideals as well as on her conduct of love affairs and her
fondness for combustible polemics; it infuses her attitudes on every subject from authority to
violence; it is a major clue to the causes of excess in her psyche; it helps explain her behavior in
times of crisis—and it vehemently insists that she would not be ignored. Several of the
autobiographers that I discuss in Fabricating Lives (Franklin, Sullivan, Williams, Addams, Wright,
Dahlberg, even the archsophisticate Gertrude Stein) pass themselves off in their prose with a
crooked or sheepish grin as homemade innocents.American autobiographers enjoy writing in a
variety of styles. To claim this feature is exclusively American would be foolish jingoism, but
perhaps because democratic ideology and folklore decree equality as a sacred value, our
writers pursue an eccentric style as the means of asserting their singularity. Uncovering their
“stylistic subterfuges” is a basic task for the literary critic and historian, who must read these
texts with a strong sense of irony. Although I do not scant psychological and historical analysis in
Fabricating Lives, I have moved style from the circumference to the center of interpretation. That
is why in my first chapter, “Style and Autobiography,” I draw my examples from many corners of
the literary world as well as from the rich archive of American autobiography.Why did I choose
these eight people, five men and three women, for close scrutiny in Fabricating Lives? Because
they represent a cross-section of American experience, a self-portrait gallery spanning almost
two centuries. (Another curator might wish to exhibit other works and styles, which could equally
illuminate the genre.) Whether scrambling for distinction or plotting to escape an unbearable



loneliness, these autobiographers, like a close extended fractious family, fought over what
America has been, is, or might be, sought its rewards, arraigned its injustices, jeered at its
pretensions, and applauded its successes. In the tapestry of this book, each idiosyncratic voice
speaks as one strand in the varied American skein; each vision of the good life is a patch in the
quilt of American themes; and each telling of a life story, whether artistic, public, or political,
annotates the peculiarly American ambivalence toward the self and society. Every one of these
autobiographers, having the opportunity to read the other seven, would have to marvel at the
forceful personalities and stylistic gamut of the group, concurring with Wallace Stevens
that… out of what one sees and hears and outOf what one feels, who could have thought to
makeSo many selves, so many sensuous worlds,As if the air, the mid-day air, was swarmingWith
the metaphysical changes that occur,Merely in living as and where we live.28NOVEMBER 1,
1988
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Allen Tobias, “Herb is a most ingenious, most gifted biographer. Extraordinary for me to have
met Herb at a party at his home more than 30 years ago, on his learning my wonderful
closeness to an esteemed teacher admired also by Herb, I was presented a copy of Parnassus,
a beautifully designed and edited literary publication for which I was encouraged to write.But I
did neither read the “book,” nor write for it. We had a brief correspondence thereafter, but it
lapsed. It was not until some months ago that again I stumbled … through this fascinating book
of short incisive profiles of mostly literary figures that I came to know Herb’s special genius. I was
belated in my gratitude, but grateful to him nevertheless and purchased a multiple of his work for
interested friends.”

Herbert Leibowitz, “An Original Interpretation of American Autobiography. I wrote the book,
which is exceptionally readable and examines American autobiographies through the sharp lens
of style. One does not have to be an academic to enjoy my presentation of the life stories of
eight uncommon and vary different Americans. The book was admired by Annie Dillard,
Elizabeth Hardwick, Irving Howe, and James Laughlin, and many others.”

The book by Vickie Robertson has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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